Case Study: BUILDINGS - LOW-VOLTAGE POWER DISTRIBUTION

Eldon in Coresi Shopping Resort
We have initiated two important projects as part of the new Coresi mall in
Brașov
The grand opening of the Coresi Shopping Resort in Brașov, Romania took place in March.
Covering an area of 45,000 m², the new mall includes a commercial gallery, a movie theater with eight digital
auditoriums, indoor/outdoor entertainment areas as well as the Auchan hypermarket.
When it comes to leisure, Coresi Shopping Resort is one of our city’s major attractions, being at the same time
the place where Eldon developed two important projects.
The BMS (Building Management System) project for the entire commercial centre consisted in the installation of
12 floor standing enclosures: MCD20104R5 and MCD20124R5, equipped with bottom plates, ventilation, anti
condensation heating, thermostats and lighting accessories.
These equipments have the purpose of managing the air quality, temperature, humidity and the security
systems and are manufactured using PLC type industrial computers that are connected to a series of receivers
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and sensors, from where they get the information, which is then transmitted to the pumps, fans and lighting
systems.
For BMS, electrical panels have the purpose of controlling the heating and climate control, lighting, alarms and
fire extinction installations.
The second project is the CinePlex movie theater power supply, which has been completed by KT Electric from
Brașov, using Eldon products.
We have provided Eldon products for the Main Electric Switchboard of the movie theater as well as steel
double door industrial floor standing enclosures - MCD, the semi-compact version, double door - MKD as well
as the semi-compact version, single door - MKS, accessories and mounting brackets for the main switches
inside the switchboard, but also wall mounted steel single door enclosures - MAS or double door - MAD, for
the power supply of each individual auditorium.
The flexibility and proactive attitude in providing solutions, as well as the understanding of the most demanding
needs, depicts Eldon’s mission of providing the most varied range of products to all of its customers.
We are glad that we had the opportunity to be part of a local project of this scale, a project of the utmost
importance for the everyday life of the community of Braşov, which also represents an important step towards
the economic and social development of the city.
Mild Steel, combinable version, double door enclosure,

MCD20104R5, 2000x1000x400,
IP 55, TYPE 12, 13, IK 10

Mild Steel, combinable version, double door enclosure,

MCD20124R5 2000x1200x400,
IP 55, TYPE 12, 13, IK 10

Mild Steel, combinable version, double door enclosure,

MCD20125PER5, 2000x1200x400,
IP 55, TYPE 12, 13, IK 10

Mild Steel, combinable version, double door enclosure,

MCD20164R5, 2000x1600x400,
IP 55, TYPE 12, 13, IK 10

Mild Steel, single door enclosure,

MAS0404021R5, 400x400x210,
IP 66, TYPE 4, 12, 13, IK 10

Mild Steel, single door enclosure,

MAS1008026R5, 1000x800x260,
IP 66, TYPE 4, 12, 13, IK 10

Mild Steel, double door enclosure,

MAD1401030R5, 1400x1000x300,
IP 55, TYPE 12, 13, IK 10

Mild Steel, semi-compact version, double door
enclosure,

MKD20124R5, 2000x1200x400,
IP 55, TYPE 12, 13, IK 10

Mild Steel, semi-compact version, single door
enclosure,

MKS20084R5, 2000x800x400,
IP 66, TYPE 4, 12, 13, IK 10

Mild Steel, combinable version, single door enclosure,

MCS20064R5, 2000x600x400,
IP 56, TYPE 4, 12, 13, IK 10
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